Humane Solution Questionnaire

The Living with Wildlife program at the MSPCA offers advice and solutions that will help homeowners solve conflicts with wildlife in a humane, long-term, and cost-effective manner. Sometimes, however, homeowners choose to go to an outside individual or a private company for assistance. In these circumstances, we would like to be able to suggest individuals or private companies that will solve wildlife conflicts in a long-term and humane manner. Please provide answers to the following questions, to assist us in determining if, in these cases, we can recommend that you or your company be contacted. **Please note that all of the information you include will be posted on our website.**

YOUR/YOUR COMPANY’S INFORMATION:

Name *

Martin Pest Control- Bill Martin

Address

475 Smith St

Phone Number

774-210-9789

Email Address *

martinpestcontrol36@gmail.com
Website

www.martinpestcontrol.net

YOUR/ YOUR COMPANY’S SERVICES

Please describe the services provided *

General structural pest control, Problem animal control, mosquito-tick control

Where do you provide services? *

Massachusetts some services in Rhode Island

Are you/all of your employees trained in humane conflict resolution? *

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Other: ___________________________________________________________________________________

CONFRONTING WILDLIFE CONFLICTS

Please describe how you/your company would examine a wildlife conflict. Please include a detailed example in your response. *

Determine why wildlife is attracted to a situation, place or area that creates the conflict and remove it.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1LYWzceGkks7nWO4XQD1ilMVQqEw9-iK3qby64/edit#responses
Do you/your company always clearly indicate whether anything you do could harm a conflict animal, and other animals that may be present? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: ____________________________________________________________

How do you present a homeowner with information on disease and dangerous animals? Please include a detailed example in your response. *

Mass wildlife web site has a wealth of info also Mass Audubon society

Do you/your company always provide recommendations that include fixing the problem so that it does not re-occur? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: ____________________________________________________________

LETHAL/NONLETHAL CONTROL OF WILDLIFE CONFLICT

Do you/your company always stipulate that non-lethal methods will be used before considering any lethal methods? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: ____________________________________________________________
Do you/your company always advise and consult with the homeowner if lethal control is necessary? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: __________________________________________________________________________

If lethal control is used, what are your/your company’s methods of euthanasia? *

- Carbon dioxide

Marketing Humane Solutions

Do you promote humane solutions on your website or other materials?

- Yes
- No
- Other:
  We state the service we provide which is problem animal control. As calls come in I discuss the details of what may or may not happen.
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The Living with Wildlife program at the MSPCA offers advice and solutions that will help homeowners solve conflicts with wildlife in a humane, long-term, and cost-effective manner. Sometimes, however, homeowners choose to go to an outside individual or a private company for assistance. In these circumstances, we would like to be able to suggest individuals or private companies that will solve wildlife conflicts in a long-term and humane manner. Please provide answers to the following questions, to assist us in determining if, in these cases, we can recommend that you or your company be contacted. **Please note that all of the information you include will be posted on our website.**

YOUR/YOUR COMPANY’S INFORMATION:

Name *

Thompson Wildlife Services

Address

Sharon Ma

Phone Number

Email Address *

thompsonwildlife@outlook.com
Website

www.thompsonwildlifeservices.com

YOUR/YOUR COMPANY'S SERVICES

Please describe the services provided *

humane wildlife eviction, exclusions, rescues. Animals in chimneys, attics, wall voids, crawlspaces etc.

Where do you provide services? *

sharon, walpole, canton, foxboro, norfolk, stoughton, medfield, mansfield, holbrook, randolph, norwood, wrentham, easton, avon, plainville

Are you/all of your employees trained in humane conflict resolution? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: 

CONFRONTING WILDLIFE CONFLICTS
Please describe how you/your company would examine a wildlife conflict. Please include a detailed example in your response. *

I always confront a humane and ethical treatment of wildlife to human conflict and educate the business or homeowner on why the animal is present and after i fully inspect the issue i implement a humane resolution 1st. For example- When i do raccoon and kits in chimneys, attics or wall voids i always scare the mother away so i can safely remove the kits and leave them in a safe container outside for the mother to retrieve after i screen or block her entry point.

Do you/your company always clearly indicate whether anything you do could harm a conflict animal, and other animals that may be present? *

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Other: _________________________________________________________________

How do you present a homeowner with information on disease and dangerous animals? Please include a detailed example in your response. *

I always educate homeowners on rabies, roundworm, distemper, mites ect. And provide the proper remedies or give advise on proper cleaning and disinfectant of affected areas.

Do you/your company always provide recommendations that include fixing the problem so that it does not re-occur? *

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Other: _________________________________________________________________

LETHAL/NONLETHAL CONTROL OF WILDLIFE CONFLICT
Do you/your company always stipulate that non-lethal methods will be used before considering any lethal methods? *

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Other: ____________________________________________________________

Do you/your company always advise and consult with the homeowner if lethal control is necessary? *

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Other: ____________________________________________________________

If lethal control is used, what are your/your company’s methods of euthanasia? *

Euthanization chamber co2

Marketing Humane Solutions

Do you promote humane solutions on your website or other materials?

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Other: ____________________________________________________________
Humane Solution Questionnaire

The Living with Wildlife program at the MSPCA offers advice and solutions that will help homeowners solve conflicts with wildlife in a humane, long-term, and cost-effective manner. Sometimes, however, homeowners choose to go to an outside individual or a private company for assistance. In these circumstances, we would like to be able to suggest individuals or private companies that will solve wildlife conflicts in a long-term and humane manner. Please provide answers to the following questions, to assist us in determining if, in these cases, we can recommend that you or your company be contacted. **Please note that all of the information you include will be posted on our website.**

YOUR/YOUR COMPANY’S INFORMATION:

Name *

Mass Bay Wildlife Mgmt. Inc.

Address

447 SOUTH ST

Phone Number

508:345-1230

Email Address *

alex@massbaywildlife.com
Website

massbaywildlife.com

YOUR/YOUR COMPANY’S SERVICES

Please describe the services provided *

Wildlife and pest control

Where do you provide services? *

Eastern MA

Are you/all of your employees trained in humane conflict resolution? *

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Other: ________________________________________________________________

CONFRONTING WILDLIFE CONFLICTS

Please describe how you/your company would examine a wildlife conflict. Please include a detailed example in your response. *

Inspect first, identify the species. Identify nesting site/entry point, determine if breeding has occurred, based on time of year and species. Create plan based on species behavior and biology.
Do you/your company always clearly indicate whether anything you do could harm a conflict animal, and other animals that may be present? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: ____________________________________________________________

How do you present a homeowner with information on disease and dangerous animals? Please include a detailed example in your response. *

Verbal description of possible health hazards during initial consultation. ________________________________________________________

Do you/your company always provide recommendations that include fixing the problem so that it does not re-occur? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: ____________________________________________________________

LETHAL/NONLETHAL CONTROL OF WILDLIFE CONFLICT

Do you/your company always stipulate that non-lethal methods will be used before considering any lethal methods? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: ____________________________________________________________

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1LYWzceEGkks7nWO4XQD1lsMVqiEVGw8-lK3qb0x64/edit#responses
Do you/your company always advise and consult with the homeowner if lethal control is necessary? *

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Other: ______________________________________________________

If lethal control is used, what are your/your company’s methods of euthanasia? *

Shooting or lethal traps (small rodents) ______________________________________________________

Marketing Humane Solutions

Do you promote humane solutions on your website or other materials?

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Other: ______________________________________________________
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The Living with Wildlife program at the MSPCA offers advice and solutions that will help homeowners solve conflicts with wildlife in a humane, long-term, and cost-effective manner. Sometimes, however, homeowners choose to go to an outside individual or a private company for assistance. In these circumstances, we would like to be able to suggest individuals or private companies that will solve wildlife conflicts in a long-term and humane manner. Please provide answers to the following questions, to assist us in determining if, in these cases, we can recommend that you or your company be contacted. **Please note that all of the information you include will be posted on our website.**

YOUR/YOUR COMPANY’S INFORMATION:

Name *

Jo-Anne Flores

Address

Phone Number

857-526-2617

Email Address *

Flor5ma@verizon.net
Website

YOUR/YOUR COMPANY'S SERVICES

Please describe the services provided *

Wildlife, Rodents, and Insects

Where do you provide services? *

Boston and South Shore

Are you/all of your employees trained in humane conflict resolution? *

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Other: ____________________________________________________________

CONFRONTING WILDLIFE CONFLICTS

Please describe how you/your company would examine a wildlife conflict. Please include a detailed example in your response. *

Each situation is unique. Resolving the wildlife conflict is a team effort involving the homeowner and myself.
Do you/your company always clearly indicate whether anything you do could harm a conflict animal, and other animals that may be present? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: ____________________________________________

How do you present a homeowner with information on disease and dangerous animals? Please include a detailed example in your response. *

In addition to zoonotic diseases such as rabies, raccoon roundworm and hantavirus; wildlife carry ectoparasites such as fleas, ticks, and mites.

Do you/your company always provide recommendations that include fixing the problem so that it does not re-occur? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: ____________________________________________

LETHAL/NONLETHAL CONTROL OF WILDLIFE CONFLICT

Do you/your company always stipulate that non-lethal methods will be used before considering any lethal methods? *

- Yes
- No
- Other: ____________________________________________
Do you/your company always advise and consult with the homeowner if lethal control is necessary? *

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Other: ____________________________________________________________

If lethal control is used, what are your/your company’s methods of euthanasia? *

I bring the animal to a veterinarian or to New England Wildlife Center.

Marketing Humane Solutions

Do you promote humane solutions on your website or other materials?

☐ Yes

☐ No

☐ Other: ____________________________________________________________
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